
USER INSTRUCTION

Press the talk button once and
speak with the caller, alternatively

hold the talk button for 3 seconds to
activate simplex speech. Then

pressing and holding the button will
allow speech to the door and

releasing it will allow speech from
the door.

Art.5118 Eclipse intercom

An incoming call will be signalled
by an audible tone from the Eclipse

audio intercom.
To open the door press the button.
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ANSWERING A CALL

To end the call press the button.

Talk Button:

Pressing this button after a
call is made will open the
speech path, pressing it
again will end the
conversation. Pressing the
talk button in standby will
open the speech to the
door panel.

Privacy Switch:

Press this switch whenever
you do not want to be
disturbed.
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Spare service button:

Auxiliary LED:

Privacy LED:

Door release button:

Pressing this during a call
will open the door.



USER INSTRUCTION

To activate the privacy facility (ie.
No calls will be received)
press the button.
The privacy on LED will illuminate.

To deactivate the privacy facility
before the timeout period
press the button. The privacy
LED will turn off.

Adjusting the privacy time, call tone melody and number of rings:

Number of rings (factory preset = 6 ring):
 Press and hold the talk button “ ” (for approx. 10 seconds) until the unit emits a beep.
 Press the talk button as many times as the number of rings required. (ie. 5 presses = 5 rings, maximum of 9 rings.)
 Once the required number of rings has been reached wait 3 seconds for the exit beep.
 The new value is now stored.

Privacy time duration (factory preset = no time out):
 Press and hold the privacy button “ ” (for approx. 10 seconds) until the unit emits a beep.
 Press the privacy button again to set the privacy duration. Each time the button is pressed the privacy time duration increases by

15 minutes. (Starting from 0 up to a maximum of 20 hours ie. pressing the button 8 times gives a privacy duration of 2 hours.
 Once the required value has been reached wait 3 seconds for the exit beep.
 To set the unit so there is no time out on the privacy function enter the programming function by holding the privacy button for

10 seconds then simply release and wait 3 seconds for the exit beep.
 The new value is now stored.

Melodies programming (factory preset = melody 1):
 Press and hold the 2 melody buttons “ ” (for approx. 10 seconds) until the unit emits a beep.
 Press the melody button again (left or right) to listen to available melodies (maximum 9).
 When the chosen melody has been reached wait 3 seconds for the exit beep.
 The new melody will now be stored.
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